Freedom to move

FreeFit™ height adjustable tables support healthier spaces. Sit, stand and move through your day with ease and comfort. Tailored to any space or task, FreeFit tables provide freedom at your fingertips.
Fits to task

Increase comfort and improve productivity. Quickly and quietly change table positions to energize meetings and keep participants active and engaged. Two table height ranges (standard and extended) accommodate a wide range of users in alignment with BIFMA ergonomics guidelines.

Suite shown in Walnut Heights with Tungsten base. Lite and Ballara seating shown. Swap table shown.
Touchdown anywhere

FreeFit table shown in Designer White base with Clear Maple top. Solar seating shown.
Enhance functionality in existing spaces. FreeFit tables easily integrate within any Global workstation. Clean lines combine with a wide range of finish options to suit any look or space.

FreeFit tables shown in Tungsten base with Clear Maple top. Framed dividers in Designer White with Anchorage, Waterfall. Factor seating shown. Intelli beam shown. Bridges II storage shown.
A place to focus

FreeFit height adjustable tables

FreeFit tables shown in Tungsten base with Clear Maple top. Framed dividers in Designer White with Anchorage, Waterfall. Factor seating shown. Intelli Beam shown. Bridges II storage shown.
Take control of your space

Support individual control and personalization without impeding collaboration. Integrate height adjustability along a bench where you need it, while maintaining a unified aesthetic.

Top: FreeFit table shown in Tungsten base with Clear Maple top and stationary glass divider.
Bottom left: FreeFit table shown in Tungsten base with Clear Maple top and stationary laminate divider in Clear Maple.
Bottom right: FreeFit table shown in Tungsten base with Clear Maple top and stationary framed divider in Anchorage, Green Apple.
It’s in the details

Features and options

- Standard handset with two position memory
- Optional digital handset with five position memory
- Nested column (2-stage shown)
- Access door with optional device holder, USB, power and cable tray (available on FreeFit benching only)
- Table mounted screens
- PET Felt wrap around divider
- PET Felt connector

Electrical and connections

- Flip cable tray
- Power trough
- Ceiling feed
- Base feed
- Cable chain manager connects table with power trough
- Wire cable tray
- Stationary screen connection
- Table to table connector includes housing to housing harness
Quickly and easily change positions without disrupting others. Two concealed motors move the table from sitting to standing within seconds. A ‘whisper quiet’ motor option ensures minimal acoustic disruption.
Open plan collaboration

A range of privacy options are available with framed, laminate, dry erase, magnetic dry erase and glass dividers.
Please visit globalfurnituregroup.com for additional product information including environmental certifications.

Cover: FreeFit tables shown in Designer White top with Tungsten base. Framed dividers in Anchorage, Waterfall with Brushed Cobalt Frame. Factor seating shown.

Above: FreeFit table shown in Tungsten base with Clear Maple top and table mounted PET Felt wrap around dividers shown in Perfor. Factor seating shown.